Soviet Armies Penetrate Pre-war Polish Border

Ambulatory Clinic Becomes Testing Ground for Vets

_Registration Figures Near Last Term's_
College to Begin Unusual System for Languages

_Ukrainian Towns Fall Before Force of Red Offense_

_Ambulatory Clinic Becomes Testing Ground for Vets_

_Ambulatory Clinic Becomes Testing Ground for Vets_

_Ticket Sale Opens for Spinster Spin_
Spartans at War

BY ANNE COYAN

The Spartans were betraying the tradition of the school and their uniforms by parading in front of the student body with the band as background. The parade was held on the football field and led by the band. The students were dressed in their uniforms and marched in formation. The parade was a part of the school's tradition and was held to celebrate the school spirit.

The Less Said...

By Neva Ackerman

Many students showed_off on Saturday, but they were not in uniform. The parade was held on the football field and led by the band. The students were dressed in their uniforms and marched in formation. The parade was a part of the school's tradition and was held to celebrate the school spirit.

Navy Identifies Sunk Torpedo, USS Turner, USS Pyra

The Men's Identification Bracelets, USS Turner, USS Pyra

The Navy has identified the sinking of the USS Turner and USS Pyra. The sinking occurred off the coast of the New Alaska. The Navy has released details about the sinking, including the number of casualties and the cause of the sinking. The sinking was a result of an accidental collision with a British frigate. The Navy has released the identification numbers of all crew members involved in the sinking. The identification numbers will be used to identify the crew members and their families.
Fortresses Destroy German Railroad Center of Turin

Bombers Smashed an Raid

STILL BRUSSELS, July 1 (AP) - German anti-aircraft gunners in a big city southeast of Brussels, Belgium, destroyed Florence, Italy, in an attack by British bombers on the night of July 1. The city was hit by 124 bombers, which caused considerable damage. The city was hit by 124 bombers, which caused considerable damage.

**Pacific Fighters**

**Hit Jap Fighters**

PLANE WARS SHORE reviewers are all the rage these days, and so it is not surprising that there is a group of people who are quite interested in keeping track of the progress of the war in the Pacific. The most reliable source of information is the War Department, which is the only one that has enough facts to make a reasonable estimate of the situation.

**Bosses Railroads**

Germans Believe Hitler to Be Living Under Growing Threat of Death

WASHINGTON, July 1 (AP) - The German government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report. The British government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report.

**Ration Books**

The British government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report. The British government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report.

**Political Changes**

To Be Announced

by Polish Leaders

The Polish government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report. The British government has been forced to admit that Hitler is still alive, but the British government has not been able to confirm this report.

**Join the Drive**

Buy War Bonds and Stamps.

**Yours for the Years**

The Ideal Year-round Coat

by Ken Whitmore-Tailorman

**MILLS**

DRY GOODS COMPANY

13 South Washington
21143
Lansing
Germany, French Invasion Coast Hit in Bombing Raid

ALLIED WAR UNIT, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.

LONDON, Jan. 1 (AP)—Allied heavy, medium and lighter bombers hit northwest Germany and the French Invasion coast with more than 15,000 tons of bombs today in a dawn-to-dusk offensive employing probably the war's greatest number of fighters and aircraft in a single day.

Allied air efforts threw about 2,750 planes at northwestern Germany and the French Invasion coast with more than 15,000 tons of bombs today in a dawn-to-dusk offensive employing probably the war's greatest number of fighters and aircraft in a single day.

Yankee Marines Repel Jap Attack on Disputed Base

BEIJING and CHONGQING (AP)—Yankee Marines repelled a Japanese Jap attack on a disputed area near the Inland Sea today in a battle which cost several hundred lives on both sides.

Spartan Victory Fund to Use New Income Method

In a revolt Student Councils of the University of Michigan, University of Indiana and the University of North Carolina have voted to increase the student's share of the Spartan Victory Fund of about 75 cents, in order to provide a quick source of funds for the student's Victory work. Under the present plan all profits from the sale of the Spartan Victory Fund are held until the last day in June, when they return to the student fraternity, which had been the custom. Now, the fund is to be held in a bank account, and then if it will be a profit, the fund will be given to the student fraternity. The fact that the government has decided to make one or several contributions, besides the way the student fraternity can get the fund, is a new change in the policy of the SVF.